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About This Game

Paris, 1900. During the world expo an unknown force kidnaps the brightest minds of the century. To what sinister end? Step
into the shoes of Emily Patterson – the daughter of one of the captured scientists – to conduct your own investigation, follow the

trail of the captor and thwart his evil plans before the fate of the world is sealed.
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During the Paris expo someone kidnaps the invited scientists under mysterious circumstances. The daughter of one of the
victims – Emily Patterson – follows a known philanthropist, whom she suspects of being part of the conspiracy. The search for
her father will mark the beginning of an extraordinary adventure that leads her from Europe to frigid Siberia. Emily will meet
the brilliant people of the era like Coco Chanel, Albert Einstein and Ferdinand Porsche. They will save her from trouble more

than once, but will also frequently need her assistance. Who is behind the kidnapping of the scientists? Will Emily find her
father, overcome the obstacles and manage to solve the sophisticated puzzles and minigames? Embark on a fantastic adventure

in the era of modern inventions, unravel the sinister plot and save the world from a scheming madman!

Features

 Follow the trail of lost scientists!

 30 fantastic locations from Switzerland to Siberia!

 Meet the brilliant minds of the era!

 Test yourself in 14 puzzles and HO scenes!

 Save the world from a scheming madman!
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Title: Modern Tales: Age of Invention
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Orchid Games
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Very entertaining, pretty art & good story, As always, from Artifex Mundi.

Do i need to say more?. Really good HOG. Nice and well written story with quite some humorous elements. It was definitely
worth the money.. Loved "Modern Tales: Age of Invention" and I say it's worth the price!
Orchid Games and Artifex Mundi, please make another one. :)

PLUS
+ incredibly vibrant graphics (absolutely loved the colourful "steampunk" art)
+ interactive and interesting characters (chatting with them throughout game)
+ voice acting and music are top notch (music adjusted from happy to somber at right moments)
+ leans more to adventure with good balance of puzzles and hidden object scenes
+ story kept me involved and intrigued all the way to the end (with teaser to sequel)
+ neat mixture of science, engineering and history (sneaking in education)
+ length of game hit the sweet spot for me 4-5 hours with rewarding ending
+ 30 collectible atoms with "bonus" extras

CONS
- there were some audio/video sync issues (not always just big action scenes)
- some dialogue was a bit over the top but I found it more silly than negative. Pretty good game. It's fun and helps pass the time.
I enjoyed the beautiful graphics.. Modern Tales: Age of Invention was an impulse buy. It was on sale for £4.19 and I just really
wanted to play a puzzle game. So I purchased, downloaded and started playing immediately. I have several issues with this game,
but it's generally good if you're not looking for anything special.

PROS:
- Art style is nice, though the talking animations are weird (but I expected this from a 4 quid Big Fish game tbh).
- The puzzles are genuinely pretty fun to solve and the sound effects are super satisfying.
- The puzzles are simple and, even though the story is dramatic, the whole feel is really lighthearted.
- Great if you just wanna mindlessly chill/relaxing gameplay.
- Quick travel option is great.

CONS:
- NEEDS the option to replay scenes - the only reason I have so many hours on this game is because I replayed it FOUR times. I
like to 100% games and I was determined to get all the collectibles. First time I finished and missed one, second time misclicked
and left the scene before I picked it up, third time the game broke and I couldn't continue and had to restart, fourth time lucky.

- The voice acting is terrible, but it was so bad I ended up finding it hilarious so it's kinda a pro too.
- The forced romance and the redudant role of Coco were kinda sad. Coco is meant to come help you at the end and she just
stands there (I wasn't expecting actual help, but it made her character seem useless, especially as literally everyone else was a
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scientist). The romance is ridiculous; you invite Albert to your missing father's house and you get an achievement called First
Date with a picture of them hugging and I have never been more confused.
- very short game - this isn't personally an issue for me, but it took me 2-2.5 hours to finish it the first time, and I speed ran the
entire thing in 70mins the fourth time because I knew exactly how to do everything. Don't buy if you're not happy to have a very
short experience.

TL;TR don't expect too much, it's fun and simple but aggravating if you want to get all the collectibles and don't constantly think
about it - you won't be able to go back later.. I very much enjoyed chilling out and spending a few hours playing this game. It is
beautifully rendered and is a great distraction after a busy day. The puzzles were not difficult but enough to present some sort of
challenge (though I confess I played on the easiest level!). I can recommend it.. nicet game but not one of your greatest

cool plot vand I like Albert[real genius Einstein]

its hard to solve the hidden object and there are no allternatives like mahjongs to solve instead of. Really good HOG. Nice and
well written story with quite some humorous elements. It was definitely worth the money.
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Horrible multi-circle puzzle that is impossible to complete without a guide.. I enjoyed the game very much. I clocked 7 hours
into the game, but a few times I left it running while I did a few other things around the house. It was not a short game even with
that, and I didn't skip any HOS or puzzles. I don't know how anyone can finish is 2 hours!
No, it's not hard, but the story is different. No wicked witch or black-robed demon. A "modern" day tale. With clever allusions
to historical figures!
I wish we could find the missing emblems. I wasn't sure what was happening at the end, when the table for them was shown, so
gave the bag to my father, which ended the game. If you get to the table missing emblems, try to find them! That was a
disappointment to me.
It is probably my computer (all in one running Windows 8.1), at least my son is always blaming it, but the cut scene images lag
behind the cut scene talking. It did that when I demoed on the Windows Store, so I bought here hoping it would be different. It
didn't affect the game play, but still.... Ok. I really liked this one. Good Hog. Good story. Um there's a few places where you
have to go back and forth to get things done. Its makes sense after you've done them, but it can be a bit odd doing them. I really
liked the story. Kind of an odd collection of characters in this one. All Historical I think. You'll see. What other HOG do you get
to meet Coco Chanel? Highly recomend. Especially if it's on sale.. It`s ok, but not for full price! Way too short (2h) and easy, no
new puzzles. Videoscenes lag.. One of the better HOG games published by Artifex. A nice story with a little bit of steampunk
theme. The puzzles are the well known variants of the Artifex games, so this might be a let down for people who expect
something different. Fortunately the hidden object parts are relative good integrated in the story.
The graphics vary. While the scenery is very nice, the animation and the people is simplistic. Voice acting is a bit on the weak
side and stilted mainly because the dialogs are not written that well.
Not much of side achievements; just find the atomic symbols in the scenery.
Recommended, especially if you can get it at a discount. It just lacks that little extra bit of polish which would have made it
great.. If you like HO games, the Orchid games so far are excellent!. Pros:
-Well conceived storyline in a compelling setting.
-Good balance of different types of puzzles.
-Excellent scene art.
-Allows for custom difficulty settings.
-Most of the voice acting doesn't immediately make you want to hit mute.
-Great if you're looking for a visually appealing 5-6 hours of relaxed, easily achievable gameplay and entertainment.
-Definitely one of the better titles by this developer.

Cons:
-Main character's voice acting is fairly wooden and just really awkward at points.
-Script is ...okay-ish?
-Rather abrupt ending that, while not bad, feels a little flat.
-Whole story basically takes place of three loactions. Not the only HO game to do this, but in this case it made the world
building and game feel a little limited (mostly offset by how scene/puzzle rich these areas are).. One of the better AM titles.
Appropriate music, no annoying sound effects or cringy voice acting like some, and generally good quality assets. The only
technical letdown is even in 2017 they've yet to move past a 720p interface.

Even the writing was decent, and there were some nice touches like meeting young Einstein, schematics based on actual
scientific principles. I found 100%'ing the game to be pretty straightforward on expert difficulty, plus there's a small reward in
the end of the story for clicking all the collectibles.. One of the better productions of Artifex Mundi. Not very hard or
challenging, but it has a descent, interesting story, really nice graphics and quite sympathetic heros.
The game's mechanics are good, heros voices not as unpleasant as in others Artifex Mundi productions.
Puzzles aren't hard, collectibles also were quite easy to spot, but the story compensated this. I spent a few hours in very relaxing
way.. The game was fine...until the end, when it hung on me at the final (or possibly penultimate) scene. It was frustrating to
make it that far and be unable to finish. I am running Linux Mint 17.2. YMMV on other operating systems.

FOIL THE PLAN FOR WORLD DOMINATION!:
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Add the game to Steam wishlist to stay updated!
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Paris, 1900. During the world expo an unknown force kidnaps the brightest minds of the century.
To what sinister end? Step into the shoes of Emily Patterson – the daughter of one of the captured scientists – to conduct your
own investigation, follow the trail of the captor and thwart his evil plans before the fate of the world is sealed.

The game will be available at 40% discount for seven days after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/678970/Modern_Tales_Age_Of_Invention/
. MY BROTHER RABBIT NOW AVAILABLE!:

TIME TO EMBARK ON A GREAT JOURNEY OF IMAGINATION!. Face an eerie legend of Scotland!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. The clash for the crown is coming!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Q&A with Irony Curtain Team!:
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Comrades,

Usually, d̶i̶c̶t̶a̶t̶o̶r̶s benevolent Fathers of a Nation don’t tend to answer questions – they ask them!

But today the tables turn – go ahead and ❓ask anything❓: the Irony Curtain dev Team will answer all your conundrums in an
Irony Q&A!

Ask away in the comments below and at the beginning of February we'll answer them all in a Q&A video. ��

Meanwhile, don't forget to add Irony Curtain to your wishlist!

. SIGN
UP FOR ARTIFEX MUNDI BETA TESTS!:
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WANNA BE THE FIRST TO PLAY OUR UPCOMING GAMES?. Irony Curtain Incoming 2019!:
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Add the game to Steam wishlist!

"Our glorious country of Matryoshka wishes to extend an invitation to the West, and allow them to witness the glory of
communism first-hand. Visitors shall be the first outsiders to bask in the lie light of The Leader, who is the embodiment of all
that is good and has the finest stash in the whole country. We welcome them with open armies arms to explore our beautiful
country by solving puzzles and minigames to understand the depth of corruption surrounding the magnanimity of our fearless
leader." Signed: Department of Propaganda Information

Irony Curtain is a satirical point & click adventure about a Western journalist visiting the communist regime for the first time.
Immerse yourself in a slapstick humor ridiculing dictatorship with hand-drawn, stylized art and all the grandeur sharpness 4k
allows! Dive into a brilliant story full of unforeseen twists and turns, taking a look behind the Iron Curtain and discovering the
bizarre secrets of Matryoshka!

Irony Curtain arrives in 2019 but you can already add it to your Steam wishlist.
So, what are you waiting for, Comrade?

 https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190. A BRAND NEW ADVENTURE IN THE WORLD OF ALCHEMY AND
MAGIC!:

Add the game to your wishlist to stay updated!
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